
SOLUTION SKETCHES: MATH 202 QUAL EXAM SPRING 2009The following ontains outlines for the solutions. Please ask if you have further questions.1. (a) By Frobenius' formula, we haveTrV 
n(pnd) =X� ��(pn)s� = s[n℄;where s� indiates the Shur funtion in N variables x1; :::; xN , and the summationgoes over all Young diagrams with � N rows. Here we used the fat that pn is aminimal idempotent in (CSn)[n℄ (see also the seond problems in the ninth homeworkassignment of the winter quarter, and in the seond homework assignment of thespring quarter).(b) By de�nition of the ation of d, we haveTrV 
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2(p2d) = s2[4℄s[2℄:Using the Pieri rule, we get s[4℄s[2℄ = s[6℄ + s[5;1℄ + s[4;2℄. Again by using the Pierirule, we see that s[6℄s[4℄ is a linear ombination of Shur funtions labeled by Youngdiagrams with at most two rows, whih does not inlude s[6;3;1℄. On the other hand,one sees that we an obtain the diagram [6; 3; 1℄ by adding four boxes in four di�erentolumns to both [5; 1℄ and [4; 2℄. Hene the orret answer is 2. Alternatively youan also get this result by alulating the Kostka number K [6;3;1℄[4;4;2℄ .() We have seen that the multipliity of an Sn-module S� in V 
n is given by s�(1; :::; 1),where we have N 1's, provided that � has � N rows. Hene the answer is 0 for N = 3and for N = 5, using the results of a homework problem, it is equal toY1�i<j�5 �i � �j + j � ij � i = 7 � 6 � 5 � 2 � 14! 5 � 4 � 33! 2!2! = 175:2. (a) It is easy to hek that the degree must be n(n�1)=2. For (b), the key observationis that interhanging variables xi and xj results in interhanging olumns i and j inthe matrix (�er=�xj). Hene the determinant must be an antisymmetri funtion,and therefore divisible by � =Qi<j(xi � xj). Comparing degrees, we see that(�er=�xj) = ��for a salar �. In order to alulate the salar, it suÆes to alulate the leadingoeÆient in the determinant. Observe that the �rst row of the matrix only ontains10s, while the �rst olumn (�er=�x1) does not ontain any x1's. Hene the leadingterm must be in the (1; 1) minor of the determinant expansion with respet to the�rst row. Moreover, observe thater(x1; :::; xn) = x1er�1(x2; :::; xn) + er(x2; :::; xn):



Hene we an expand the (1; 1) minor asdet(�er=�xj)2�r;j�n = xN�11 det(�er�1=�xj)2�r;j�n + lower terms in x1;where the elementary symmetri funtions on the right hand side are in the variablesx2; :::; xn. We an now show by indution on the number of variables (after hekingthe laim for n = 2) that the leading term is equal to 1.3. Part (a) was easy. For part (b), just observe that any eigenvalue � of �(g) must be aroot of unity as G is a �nite group. Hene ��1 = �� andTr(�̂(g)) = Tr(�(g�1)t) = Tr(�(g�1)) = �Tr(�(g));from whih follows laim (b). To show (), observe that we have by assumption1 � h�0; �V �W i = 1jGjXg2G�V (g)�W (g) = h�V ; ��W i:By parts (a) and (b), we know that also ��W is a harater, whih also must be simple(just alulate h��W ; ��W i). But then h�V ; ��W i � 1 only if �V = ��W .4. Part (a) was basially a straightforward if tedious alulation. In order to alulate theintersetion of the ideal with k[x℄ however, one has to hose a monomial ordering withy > x. One alulates f3 = y � x2 and f4 = x5 � 1 and heks that these two poply-nomials are a Gr�obner basis for the ideal, using Buhbinder's algorithm. Similarly, itfollows that f4 generates its intersetion with k[x℄. From these two polynomials, onealulates the variety as onsisting of the �ve points (�; �2), with � running throughall �fth roots of unity.5. For (a), one alulates the haraters of all three nontrivial elements to be equal to�1, using Murnaghan-Nakayama. As the order of eah of these elements is two, itfollows that two of its eigenvalues have to be �1, and one has to be equal to 1. Weobtain from this the Molien series�G(z) = 1(1� z)3 + 3(1� z)(1 + z)2 = 1 + z3(1� z2)3 :For (b), we obtain the same haraters and hene also the same Molien series. More-over, here it is easy to exhibit the three algebraially independent and G-invariantmonomials �i = y2i , i = 1; 2; 3, and � = y1y2y3. Comparing with the Molien series, wesee that k[y1; y2; y3℄ ~G = k[�1; �2; �3℄� �k[�1; �2; �3℄:Moreover, we have the relation �2 = �1�2�3. As the ation in (a) has the sameharater as the one in (b), their rings of invariants are isomorphi, and hene givenby the same relations.


